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ABSTRACT. ObHorvations havo boon intuÛ  on tlio ontn-gy spectrum of photons of oporgy 
gi outer than HOMeV oniittod by bremsHtrahlimg from high energy electrons ol lOH to 
10^" eV. This obsoivation is of impoi’lance fj’om the point of view of chocking the influence
of the donsity of the modium. 
boon obsoivod.

No Hignificant doparturo from the conventional theory lias

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Jn the past few years, a new aspect of the oieetroflyiiainio theory of radiation 
has evolved from the theoretical prediction of the Russian physicists Landau and 
Ponieranchuk (1953) and Ter-Mikaelyan (1954), according to whom the probabi
lity oi bremsstrahlung of low energy photons depends upon the density of the 
medium In the conventional theory due to Bethe and Hcitler (Heitler, 1954) 
there is no such dependence. According to the new effect, abbreviated as L-P-T, 
the cross section for the emission of low energy photons is predicted to decrease 
in media of higher density, as higher initial energies for the primary electron are 
ajiproached. This influence results from the multiple scattering of the electron 
and due lo the polarisation of the medium On the basis of quantum mechani(!al 
cousideralions, Migdal (1957) has v orked out the tletails of the effect. Curves 
suitable for comparison with experiment have been given by Varfolomeev et at 
(1958, 1959)*

Nuclear emulsions have a density of ~  4 g.cni"^ and electromagnetic cas
cades initiatcfl by isolated electrons or jihotons and by the photons from the n'̂ - 
mesons created in very high energy mtcractions are readily available. For 
primary electron energies greatei than or lÔ i oV ,&nd secondary electron 
pairs due to photons of a few MeV, one expects to check the validity of the 
theoretical jiredictions. This article is meant to describe the results of our 
work and discuss these in the light of the other results available on the subject.

* Thunks are duo to Profoesor Yurfoloineev for tho oommunioation of the preprint 
and tho roprint.
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S T A T E M E N T  OF THE P R OB L E M

It is important to consider the problem in the liglit of the experimental ob
servations that can be made, One normally observes a soft shô ’̂el■ and obtjiins 
its energy from parameters that involve the growth of the shower w hich is derived 
from the longitudinal development as given by the cascade, theory or from the 
lateral spread (Pinkau, 1956). There are also alternative methods such as the 
suppression of ionisation near pair origin (Iivadare 1958) or t he true opening angle 
of the pair (Lohrmann 1955; Aditya 1959 a). The second pioblem is to detect 
the secondary pairs and determine the energy ol each one of them. When both 
these quantities are known, the theory can in principle be put to Lost.

It is well known that the intrinsic fluctuations (Aditya 1959 b) involved in the 
nature of the processes do not alŵ ays permit a precise estimation of the pi-imary 
energy. Results derived from one or a smaller number of cascades are thus subject 
to uncertainties This limitation can be overcome to a groat extent by collecting 
together a large number of cascades of about the same energy. Another factor 
that plays a decisive role, is the probability for the detection of low energy electron 
pairs. Tn nuclear emulsions the critical energy is 20 MeV so that one is 
not likely to detect pairs of energy smaller than this value with as good an 
efficiency as the high energy pairs. The detection clliciency is strongly dependent 
upon the experimental conditions of observation.

There is yet another factor that influem;es our conclusions on the effect , 
as billows ■ The lack of low energy pairs is strongly dependent on the primary 
energy, so that one would like to take account of only the first generation pairs 
due to the bremsstrahlung from the primary electron and not those created irom 
the secondary" electrons This distinctiem between the pairs of the various 
generations is not straightforward, but has been attempted by some workers 
(Bonisz et al., 1959; Feuyves et al, 1959). Tn such a jiroccdure there is a possi
bility of introducing a bias towards the removal of more low tuiergy pairs than the 
high energy one's. In the light of the considerations given above, the results ol' 
the present investigation arc given.

E X  r  E R I M E N T A L D l^P A f L S

Out of a large number of soft showers picked out from two stacks of stripped 
emulsions exposed in the stratosphere (Aditya 1959 c), 17 cascades have been selec
ted, the criteria for selection being good conditions ol experimental observation 
There is apparently no bias likely to affect the conclusions on the subject. 3 
cascades are associated with a nuclear disintegration (Aditya 1959 d), 5 are initiated 
presumably by a single electron entering the stack and 9 originate from a single 
pair. In each case the development has been normalised to a primary electron 
and the cascades grouped into two bunches : high energy (650, 625, 550, 600, 
500, 475, 350, 325)and low energy (250, 225, 200, 125, 50, 50, 40, 40, 40) groups.
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The figures in the hratikets give for each cascade Ihe energy per electroji in 
CJcV. Ill the case of cascades initiated by a pair, the energy has iieen assumed 
to have been equipartitioned between the two electrons. These energies have 
in most of the cases been determined by the ajipli(nation of different procedures 
and the most probable value estimated The individual errors in the energy 
estimation arc expected to have been smoothed out as the cascades of about the 
same eneigy have been grouped together.

In order to keep the detection efficiency presumably i-onstant over the entire 
energy region, we have not attempted to consider the electron pairs of energy 
less than 80 MeV The resulting energy spectrum u]i to a distance of 1 5 cascade 
unit has been plotted in the Figs, la and lb, for the two energy intervals 
The expected curves for the Betlie-Heitlcr and Migdal calculations have been 
included for comparison We liave made no atteiniit to sepaiate the pairs of 
various generations on aceoniit of the reasons already mentioned- In orjrlcr 
to decrease the iiifiueii(;e of the jiairs of further generations, the iic.r’S" 110111 opts 
have been limited to only the first 1 5 cascade unit, from the origin \

I. Eiici'f;y Hi>ootrum foi olfujtioii ])airs observed ovoi the fiist 1.5 caKciide leiiglli.
The lowei liiuii for aocpjjiablo pair enei'gy has been set al. 30 MeV (sot? text)

(a) 9 easeades of median eneigy 50 (b) 8 easeades of median energy 500
OoÂ  per oleetron. CloV per oleeiron.

From the figure, it may be seen that subject to the experimental fluctuation 
a conclusive statement might not be made iii favour or against ô ê or the other 
theory. Since our ehergies are not extremely high, allowance has to be made 
for the possibility of the siippressiou being genuine at higher energies, there being 
no measurable departure up to 600 GeV energy for primary electrons.

D I S C U S S I O N

It appears useful to compare our results with those of other workers iii the 
field, Varfolomeev et aL, (1958, 1959), have studied the spectra for primary



energies from 10̂  ̂ eV 1o 10 *̂ eV. and secondary paii energies up to 1 .fi MeV. 1'hcy 
have found a significant departure from the KetUe-Heitler tlieory and agrecineut 
\rith L-P-T. Tt is vTjrtb considering tiiat their hnver limit of ^  1 MeV is too low 
to guarantee uniform detection efticiency over tlu‘ entire range. In view of this 
it may not be lab to consider their measurements as having established the exis
tence of the effect.

The second investigation is that of the Polish gnui]) (Beuisx r/ rW., 1059) 
who have studied 4 photon-initiated cascades out of vhich three are associated 
v'ith a high energy disintvgrat.ion and the fourth one is that of Miesoviez d nl,
(1957). The mean energy per electron is ~  500 GeV, and they have attempted 
at the sepal ation ol the pairs of the first generation from the rest. The lack of 
low energy pairs might well bo accounted for the introduced bias. Plieir energy 
region is the same as ours and since our statistic.s is relatively largei- with no eficct 
observed, it may be coiududed that the effect if present at. these energies is not at 
least of the order suggested by L-P-T.

There is yet another work b̂ v the Gzech-Hungary gioiip (Fenyves H ul.. 1959) 
in which they have studied the energy siioctrum up to 1.5 cascade unit for a cas
cade initiated by a iihoton of >--.2()00 GeÂ  Tnsjiib* of the fact that, tins energy 
is faii'ly high (in fact highci’ than oui energies and of Benisz ef nl.) no departure 
has been noted. The authors have attempted at the separation of the various 
generation pairs and still observed no divt*rgenee from the conventional theory.

In view ol the piesent uive,stigation and of the investigation of other w'orkers 
mentioned above, it may be concluded tliat the decrease of bremsKtrahlung cross 
section for low energy photons is not appreciable. 'Plus work however does not 
prove whether the departure would exist at highei' liiiergies.

A.ft(T this work had been finished, the results of the Bristol group (Powder 
(it al.y 1959) have come to our notice* The method is ba.sed upon inoasLiring the 
average distance of materialisation of the first pair for two groups of cascades 
of different energies. From the distribution ol these distances and the mean 
value for twm groups of primary energy cV and 1(P“ cV, they found better
agreement with L-P-T than with B-H. Their energy oi cV per electron is 
much higher than most of the other invcstigatioiis and in view of the large statistics 
give evidence on the existence of the effect at eÂ . The actual magnitude
of the suppression, whether it is as much as predicted, will have to be determined 
from the availability of larger statistics.
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*Thanka aro due io Professor M. G K . Menon, for pointing out, ihis paper at the 
Ahmedabad vSymposium, where those resulte wore roporiod Annual Cosimc Ray 
Symposium of iho Department of Atomic Energy, March 1959.
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